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Overview Autodesk
developed AutoCAD in
1982 as a desktop app for
personal computers (PCs)
running the MS-DOS
operating system. Since
then, the range of
applications and
platforms for AutoCAD
has expanded to include
mobile devices, web
apps, and server-based
editions. While
AutoCAD is an end-user
software application, its
capability allows users to
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customize it with
extensions (add-ons) and
tools (as the name
suggests). Extensions
provide additional
functionalities to the
AutoCAD software. For
example, feature-based
plugins, such as editing
and plotting, can be
added to AutoCAD.
Tools are software
modules that add a task
or a series of tasks to the
AutoCAD software. The
Open Design Alliance
has approved a suite of
more than 120 free tools
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for AutoCAD. Today,
more than 80 million
users (including millions
of commercial clients)
use AutoCAD. AutoCAD
2018 is the latest version
of AutoCAD, which was
released in September
2018. The latest major
release of AutoCAD
retains a number of its
predecessor's main
features, such as DWG (a
file format that is used to
exchange design data
among CAD software,
design-related
applications, and
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computers), 3D
modeling, and drawing
tasks (the ability to draw
2D views of 3D models).
Major functionalities In
addition to basic drawing
and measuring tasks,
AutoCAD is also capable
of exporting data in
various file formats and
importing data from a
number of other software
products. Furthermore,
AutoCAD can import
data in the following
formats: 3D modeling 2D
images 2D vector art 2D
raster art Video (AVI and
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MOV) 2D paper formats
(PDF, EPS, DWG, and
DXF) 2D drawings
(PostScript, PDF, and
EPS) 3D drawings (PDF,
DXF, DGN, IGES,
STEP, Parasolid) DNP
(Vector, DXF, and
DWG) CAM (SWF and
WMF) 3D camera files
3D models (3DM, OBJ,
STL, and OFF) History
of AutoCAD A popular
topic for AutoCAD users
is its technical history.
The main events in the
history of AutoCAD are
listed below: 1982:
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AutoCAD first released

AutoCAD Activator

Series editing After the
release of AutoCAD R19
(2000) one of the main
additions was a series
editor, that is a tool that
can create, edit, replace
or delete parts of a
drawing without the use
of AutoLISP, Visual
LISP or VBA. This
allows editing as an
editable object (as
opposed to as a block),
which allows the use of
editing tools to move,
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copy, delete, insert,
rotate, scale, color, or
pattern. Editing of
objects that are part of a
series can be done one by
one, or on the entire
series of objects at once.
AutoCAD is considered
to be a top-quality
drafting software tool,
and has been used in
situations where high-
quality designs were not
expected. AutoCAD has
been credited with the
success of the A380
Airbus, designed by
British engineer John R.
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England and the only
aircraft, as of June 2019,
to complete a
10,000-hour mission, as
well as the 747 NextGen
aircraft. AutoCAD is
used for creating designs
of any size, as well as
piping, ductwork,
buildings, cars and ships.
OpenGL support Starting
in AutoCAD 2006, R18,
AutoCAD can use
OpenGL hardware
acceleration for most of
its functions to make it
faster. The Open
Graphics Library
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(OpenGL) supports the
creation of complex,
realistic 3D models from
2D drawings in vector
format, and can render
those models to files and
use these as 3D
prototypes. AutoCAD
supports the following
rendering modes, under
the context menu for an
object: Wireframe: The
object is rendered
without lighting or
textures Hidden Line:
The object is rendered
using the Hidden line
material Wire Texture:
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The object is rendered
using the wire-texture
material Hidden Texture:
The object is rendered
using the Hidden texture
material Textured Wire:
The object is rendered
using the textured wire
material Hidden Image:
The object is rendered
using the Hidden image
material Image Texture:
The object is rendered
using the image-texture
material Images: The
object is rendered using
the images material
Image Map: The object is
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rendered using the image-
map material Image Map
Texture: The object is
rendered using the image
map-texture material
Texture Map: The object
is rendered using the
texture map material
Image Map Textured
Wire: The object is
rendered using the image
map textured wire
material Texture Map
Textured Wire: The
object is rendered using
the 5b5f913d15
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What's New In?

At this year's Autodesk
University, Markup
Assist gives designers and
their teams two new ways
to collaborate on multiple
CAD designs at once. By
using Markup Assist, you
can send and import the
feedback from markup or
pre-defined symbols in
just one step. This makes
the process of
incorporating feedback
into your designs
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incredibly quick and
convenient. You can also
pre-define the feedback
in the form of symbols.
Customization Assistant:
Get live help from an
experienced user at the
Autodesk University. Get
live one-on-one
assistance at the
Autodesk University for
all your Autodesk
software. You can ask
questions, get answers
and learn how to perform
specific tasks for all your
software. Link and Break
Lines: Add hints to the
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hatch that will help you
determine what shapes
and lines belong together.
Link lines will let you
quickly and easily
connect shapes to show
how they should fit
together. Break lines, also
known as "break arcs,"
are ideal for breaking
complex geometric
shapes down into their
constituent pieces.
Ability to make smooth
images in a hyperlinked
drawing. Select the parts
of a drawing that you
want to keep smooth, and
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change the smooth tag to
make the parts of the
drawing transparent,
allowing any underlying
components to be seen.
With the introduction of
the smooth tag, you can
view what’s underneath
any Hyperlinked Image,
and then make the
transparent components
smooth and easily visible.
3D Wireframe:
AutoCAD 3D Wireframe
creates a 3D wireframe
representation of the
geometry in a drawing,
allowing you to see what
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it looks like in 3D. 3D
wireframe can be used to
define geometric
surfaces, to create
construction drawings,
and to illustrate how parts
will fit together. For
example, you can create a
three-dimensional
rendering of a house,
including both interior
and exterior views.
Updated AutoCAD
modeling tools MDD/T:
Optimize 3D wireframe
models for better
performance and export
to new formats and file
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types such as.stl,.dxf,
and.fbx. MDD/T is
available in the free,
stand-alone AutoCAD
Release 2023, as well as
in all editions of
AutoCAD Architecture.
FDM: Save more time
with improvements in the
spline interpolation
technology that can be
used to
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System Requirements:

See more: Download:
Roms:Q: How to call
parent method in child
component in React? I
have two components,
ContactForm and Home.
The Home component
renders the ContactForm
with the following: class
Home extends
Component {
constructor(props) {
super(props) this.state =
{ message: '',
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